One-dimensional particle Systems performing inelastic collisions have been recently studied as a model for the time évolution of granular media [1] [2] [3] [4] . The main features of these Systems are the possibility of the occurrence of inelastic collapses (namely infinitely many collisions in a finite time) and the tendency of the system to clusterize, that is to create states of concentration of the density, as sand grains over a shaken sheet of paper.
When the number of particles under considération is large, it seems natural to apply the methods of the kinetic theory to understand the genera! behavior of the system under suitable scaling limit s. In dimension greater than 1 it has been proposed a Boltzmann-like Equation [5] .
We consider a one-dimensional system constituted by N particles on the line, colliding inelastically. Then we rescale suitably the degree of inelasticity, as well as the total number of particles (which is assumed to diverge), to obtain a kinetic équation for the one-particle probability density. Such a dérivation is purely formai and will be presented in this section. Then, in the next section, we start a rigorous analysis of this kinetic équation in an homogeneous regime. We establish existence and uniqueness of the solution and détermine, in a very précise way, the asymptotic behavior as the time goes to infinity. In Section 3 we approach the non-homogeneous problem and establish an existence and uniqueness theorem for small times as well as a global theorem under suitable smallness assumptions. The last section of the paper is devoted to gênerai considérations. Most of the straightforward technicalities are confined in Appendix. where v\ v\ and v,v l are the outgoing and ingoing velocities respectively and e is a real parameter measuring the degree of inelasticity of the collision. Notice that the total momentum is conserved in the collision, while the modulus of the relative velocity decreases by a fixed rate for any collision. Then the particles go on up to the instant of the next collision which is performed by the same rule and so on.
Since the particles are assumed to be identical, the physics does not change if we replace the law (1.1) by the following one :
which is the same as Eq. (1.1) with the names of the particles exchanged after the collision. It is of ten easier to do computations using (1.2), so that we shall assume as collision rule Eq. (1.2) in place of Eq. (1.1). The ordinary differential équation governing the time évolution of the system is :
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Notice that e(v -v t ) is the jump performed by the partiële i after a collision with the partiële y, while ö(x i -X J )\V J -v\ =ö(t -t hJ ), being t % the instant of the impact between the partiële i and j.
Let f/ = fi N (x v v v ..., JC^, v N ) be a probability density for the system. The Liouville équation describing its time évolution reads as :
where Proceeding as in the dérivation of the BB KG Y hierarchy for Hamiltonian Systems, we introducé the j=particle distribution functions :
and integrating Eq. (1.4) over the last variables, we obtain the following hierarchy of équations :
An inspection of Eq. (1.6) suggest the scaling limit e -> 0, N -» °° in such a way that Ne -» 2, where 2 is a positive parameter. If j^ have a limit (say ƒ ) they are expected to satisfy the following (infinité) hierarchy of équations :
Finally, if the initial state is chaotic, namely if initially :
then we expect that the dynamics does not créâtes corrélations (propagation of chaos) so that :
by which we obtain, for the one particle distribution function, the kinetic équation : In f acts products of solutions of Eq. (1.8) are solutions of the hierarchy (1.7) as follows by a simple algebraic computation. Scope of the present paper is a preliminary study of Eq. (1.8).
THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION
The mathematica! analysis of Eq. (1.8) is considerably simplified whenever the medium is spatially homogeneous. In this case we have :
where :
Here we set Â = 1, being X only a time s cale. The most remarkable feature of Eq. (2.1) is the decreasing in time of the momenta of the solution as expected by the dissipativity of the collision rule. Namely, suppose ƒ=f(v, t) be a smooth probability density, solution to Eq. (2.1). Then, for all p S* 1, we have :
where, in the last step, we used the antisymmetry of <p. 
Denoting by T(* ) = \ dv v 2 f(v, t) twice the kinetic energy of the System, by (2.5) we have that :
The initial value problem associated to Eq. (2.1) is easy to solve in the natural setting of the space of the probability measures with a suitable finite momentum.
Dénote by M^ the space of all Borel probability measures in R and by :
equipped with the topology of the weak convergence of the measures, the space of Borel probability measures of finite momentum of order 2p. We can prove : The dynamics (2.13) corresponds to the time évolution of a System of N particles (not spatially localized) performing collisions at random times.
The above theorem will be proved in Appendix. The previous analysis achieves the problem of the asymptotic behavior of the solution for t -» <*>. More detailed informations however, can be obtained by a suitable rescaling. Indeed, since we know that the support of the velocity concentrâtes around zero (see ï) in Theorem 2.1), it is natural to s cale the probability distribution f~f (v>t) and define a new unknown g in the following way : obtaining for g the following équation :
Changing now the time scale by putting % = log t> we finally obtain :
where the dot and the prime dénote the derivatives with respect to % and v respectively. For sake of simplicity we have assumed that ƒ (and hence g ) are absolutely continuous. The gênerai case can be handled easily by considering Eq. (2.16) in a weak sensé (see the above remark).
We are now interested to the asymptotic behavior of g(t) as t -» <*>, (From now on we shall use again the symbol t for the rescaled time instead of T). This will explain us the way how the true solution approaches the distribution S and we shall find an universal behavior.
We first notice that, according to Proposition 2.1 ail momenta of g(t) are uniformly bounded. This allows us to introducé the following functional : In case (i) the proof is achieved since the support of g consists of a set of points whose cardinality does not exceed 3.
Consider now the case (ii). We have necessarily g(Wl) = ö so that the support of g is contained in L On the other hand, since H" ~ 0 in the interior of /, by (2.18) the support of g must be confined on the boundary of / so that g is a convex combination of two S. D We now show that *¥* is asymptotically approached by the solution. We assume, now and in the rest of the section, that the initial condition PROPOSITION 
: The cluster points of g(t) (for the topology of the weak convergence of the measures) are contained in 'V.
Proof: Let A M = lim A(g(t ) ). Since the functional À is weakly continuous (the momenta of g(t) are unifonrüy bounded) we have that any cluster point g = lim g ( t k ) satisfies :
for some diverging séquence t k . Suppose now that À(g* ) < -B < 0. By the control of the momenta we can easily show that :
(2-24) Hence :
+ s)) * À(g(t k )) -o(S) *S - § (2.25)
for k large enough and ô suffieiently small. This makes impossible the convergence of the intégral :
We now can outline more precisely the asymptotic behaviour by establishing a more detailed (and universal) description of the limit (2.11). To do this (see Theorem 2.2 below), we first need a preparatory Lemma which will be proven in the Appendix.
We set : 3 
:
If g E f" 3 and g = 2 « t % Wï^ ^i < ^2 < ^3
then :
If g E -r % then:
for/je (0, 1). We now prove : Proof; For a given initial condition g Q dénote by <$ a i^ the set of the cluster points of g(t).
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We first prove that % n TT 3 = 0 .
(2.33)
The idea of the proof is that if g e ^ and g = 2 a t S& with £ L < f 2 < £ 3 , then ff(£ 2 ) = 0, //'(^2) >0 so that H is a répulsive field in £ 2 and hence cannot attract mass.
Consider the characteristics problem associated to Eq. (2.16), namely :
and the special (time dependent) point £ 0 (0 which separate exactly the masses, that is :
Then (see 2.22 and 2.23) f o (f) is a maximum point for H\ ., 0-Moreover £ 0 is carried by the characteristics :
because, if not, it would be a mass flow through £ 0 (0-Moreover the characteristics are fully ordered in the sense that V(Ç V t) < V(c^2, t) if f x < Ç 2 -Finally we note that the characteristics are differentiable with respect to the initial conditions and that :
Therefore, since H'( V(Ç,t)) is increasing in Ç, for £ < £(0), we have that : if f ! < <? 2 < <^0. Assume now that, for some diverging séquence {t k }, we have lim g(t k ) = g^ e f^3. Let £ 1 < f 2 < c^3 end a 1? a 2 , a 3 be the support and the masses of g^. Due to the full ordering of the trajectories, we can outline two points tj l and rj 2 and three régions ^ = (-00,1;^, Ï 2 = (fj l rj 2 Indeed this can be proven by using the same argument as before. Suppose that:
for some séquence {t k } and some JU & 1/2. Then there exists tj such that V(£, *fc) -» ji -1 for £ < ?/ and V( £, f fc ) -» /i for Ç > rj. Suppose also that £ 0 < tj (otherwise use the forthcoming argument on the right part of the line). Choosing now two points ?f l and TJ 2 such that rj l <tj <t} 2 < £ 0 , we have :
( } but also that the left hand side of (2.43) converges to zero while the right hand side converges to (^2~~^i)~ >^-Hence (2.41) is proven.
The last step is to show that Ô Q £ < ïï. Indeed suppose that lim g(t) =S 0 . Then, since % 0 (t) -> 0, H'(Ç(t)) -» 1, we find a contradiction, because H\^{t),t) must be definitively négative to attract all the trajectories. So the only possibility we have in order that <î 0 e ^ is that g(t) has at least another cluster point in i^2 which cannot fail to be 1/2 ô_ m + 1/2 ô m for the previous step. By the explicit analysis of "V 2 given by (2.31), we compute the values of the functional A finding A(S Q ) = 0 and
Therefore by the monotonicity of
A( §(t))
we conclude that there is a unique cluster point given by the two symmetrie S. D It can also be proven that, whenever condition (2.44) f ails, the asymptotic behavior can be anomalous. Indeed the cluster set for such initial datum may not include the two symmetrie delta, but only the stationary solutions of Eq. (2.16) consisting in three delta and the asymmetrie two delta described in appendix.
THE INHOMOGENEOUS EQUATION
We start by establishing a local theorem which will be proven in Appendix. 
TÇÏ.
(3-4) (here p(x, t) = I dv f(x, v^ t) is the spatial density).
Notice that inequalities (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are those satisfied by the free transport solutions.
Proof: We assume that there exists a classical solution ƒ=f(x, v, t) to Eq. (1.8) with the same regularity in Theorem 3.1 and we shall prove estimâtes (3.2-5). After this it is straightforward to construct such a solution by means of the usual fixed point argument.
Let us introducé the characteristic system : 
X(x, v, 0 = V(x; v, t) , V(x, v, t) = AF(X(x, v 9 t), V(x, v, t) y r)((3.5)
X(x,v,0) = x V(x,v,0) = v.
it follows that the sections S(x, t) = {v\(x, v)eQ(t)} satisfy meas S(x, t) ^ h(t). This allows us to establish the following elementary estimâtes, for (x, v) e Q(t).

\F(x,v,t)\ ^
h(t)\(d v f)(X(x,v,tlV(x,v,t))\ * L\d v f 0 \ + Xh(t) ïds(\\d x As)\L)
Jo
We now set : We conclude with the proof of (3.4) :
Js(x,t
MUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND ADDITIONAL REMARKS
In this section we consider some simulations performed to see if and when an homogeneous behaviour is realized for the partiële System. We consider iV=1000 particles in the box [-1,1] with an homogeneous initial condition (i.e. the velocity and the position of the particles are randomly extracted with a uniform distribution in [-1, l] 2 ) for different values of X. The collisions with the wall are inelastic : if a partiële hits the wall with velocity v then it is reflected from the wall with velocity - (1 -2E) v. For X sufficiently large (for example if X = 4 ) the system exhibits an inelastic collapse after a certain time.
For X sufficiently small, for instance X = 0.5, we can distinguish two different regimes.
In the first regime, that is up to about N c = 5 • 10 6 collisions, the homogeneous behaviour is qualitatively fulfilled. In fact, as time goes on, the gas remains spatially homogeneous, while the velocity distributions support concentrâtes as f , and the rescaled distribution goes toward a two peaks distribution. In figure la it is plotted the phase space density after 5.4 • 10 6 collisions and in figure lb is given an histogram of the velocity density.
After this, for a larger number of collisions, the homogeneous situation seems to break down and corrélation between the partiële beeomes important. In particular the gas looses also its spatial homogeneity. In figure 2 it is plotted the Kantarovich-Rubinstein distance between the computed rescaled distribution and the two peaks distribution è [<5( ü ~~ 2 ) + ^( r + 5 ) J ' This results are in agreement with what found by Esipov and Poshei [5] who proposed (and discus s the validity of) a Boltzmann Equation in order to describe an inelastic gas of particles in dimension greater than 1. In particular they fmd that, in the homogeneous case, it is expected a universal behaviour of the velocity distribution (not gaussian) but that the homogeneous description is numericaily uns table at very long times. Coming back to the one dimensional case and to the kinetic équation (1.8) what we can conclude ? In our opinion, at least for X small (we shall come back on this point later on) the kinetic équation is a good description of a gas of inelastic partiële in the kinetic limit under considération. In fact also if, after a certain time, the homogeneous behaviour breaks down because of the corrélations becomes important, it seems reasonable that such a critical time tends to ^ as iV^«>. This obviously does not means that the kinetic équation (1.8) is able to characterize the asymptotic behaviour of a gas of N particles. Hère we want only to stress that the universal two-peaks distribution (instead of a Maxwellian) as asymptotic behavior for the homogeneous case could be important when trying to model a gas of inelastic particles by means of hydrodynamical équations.
In ail cases it seems difficult to provide a rigorous proof of the validity of the kinetic équation (1.8) under the scaling limit we have formally considered in Section 1, for a given arbitrary interval of time.
Finally, once more, we want to outline the problem of the global existence of the solutions for Eq. (1.8). This problem seems to be strictly related to the problem of the existence of the dynamics for N particles in the kinetic limit. In partieular fixed N let us define E C (N) as the minimum number of particles required to have an inelastic collapse, and 1 C (N) = Ne c (N). In the paper by Bernu and Mazighi [2] it is suggested that, as N -> «», e c behaves as j-j. If this is true, in the kinetic limit it would be possible to define a critical values of A, A, that separate the two different behaviour. Nevertheless Me Namara and Young [1] , on the basis of the analysis of a partieular model, suggest that the minimum number of particles N c in order to have a collapse for a fixed value of E, behaves asymptotically as ^ = -log(-J. In this case -J therefore it would diverge as N -> <». Then we would expect that the Kinetic équation admits a global solution for any values of X since the concentration is unexpected at a finite time. The problem of characterizing rigorously X C (N) is, as f ar as we know, open.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
After this work was completed we knew that Eq. (2,1-2) has previously considered from an heuristic point of view by S, Mc Namara and W. R. Young in the paper « Kinetics of a one-dimensional granular medium in the quasielastic limit », Phys. Fluids A 5 (1) With these a-priori estimâtes we see that F(v, t) is bounded and Lipschitz continuous in v, uniformly in t and v on the support of juidv, t). This allows us to construct a global, unique solution, by the contraction mapping principle (for instance in the space of the probability measures equipped with a suitable metric, equivalent to the metric of the weak convergence of the measures).
For fi Q with T 2 log ( 0 ) < + <», we can obtain a solution as limit for n __» 4.00 of the solutions fi N ( t ) with initial data
J
Indeed the associated trajectories V n (v, t) are bounded and equicontinuous on the compact sets of v and t. In facts the force F is bounded and continuous in jti with respect to the week topology for the measures, if T 2 iog is bounded :
Moreover F( ., t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in v, for t e (S, T] for any S > 0, as a conséquence of (A.2). This allows us to show that, passing to subsequence if necessary, the limit of (V n , f/ 1 ) satisfies (2.8) and (2.9). Now we prove the uniqueness to achieve statement (i) of Theorem 2.1. Notice that
The last inequality is conséquence of the bound : Now, let us assume that fi(dv, t) and p(dv, r), are two continuous solutions with the same initial datum JJ 0 ; let us dénote by V t ( v ) and V t ( v ) the corresponding flows, and F t = -0 * /LI( ., t) and F t --0 * ft( ., t).
By the définitions : The continuity of the solution with respect to the initial datum can be treated in the same way. Therefore we proved (i) and (ii).
\V t (v)-V t (v)\ ^ \ t ds(\F s (V s (v))-F s (V s (v ))\
Denoting by ö(v, t) = \ V t (v ) -
Let us now discus s the properties (iii) and (iv) for the solutions. Let jj o (dv) be a measure with T 2log < + °o and V(v,t) be the unique corresponding flow. Notice that, thanks to (A3), |V(i;,r)| < l/t. Therefore (v, t) is finite for t > 0. Proceeding as in (2.3)-(2.6), (in the weak form), we obtain that T 2p decreases if p ^ x, and that T=T 2 vérifies the bound (2.6). As conséquence :
\ /Li(dv,t)y/(v)~y/(ö)
,7X0)2 (A.22)
Taking the limit for t -» + », we prove (2.11).
